Ballistic penetration experiments have been performed on ceramic tiles laminated with thin layers of polymer in between. The experiment involves shooting a cylindrical rod made of a tungsten heavy alloy (WHA) against an unconfined ceramic/polymer laminated structure that is backed by a 6061-T6 aluminum alloy cylindrical-block, at a velocity ranging between 1000 to 1200 m/s. The residual depth of penetration in the aluminum block is used as a measure of the resistance offered by the laminated ceramic/polymer structure to ballistic penetration. Penetration resistance of the laminated ceramic/polymer structures is compared to that of monolithic ceramic structures of the same total thickness. Experimental results demonstrate that penetration resistance of an unconfined ceramic structure can be improved significantly by laminating ceramic tiles with thin polymer layers in between. This enhanced performance of the laminated structure is attributed to a reduced wave propagation (and damage) velocity in the laminated ceramic/polymer structure and also to the crack arresting feature of the polymer layer. r
Introduction
Due to their low density but high compressive strength and hardness, ceramic materials have been considered for lightweight armor applications for the past three decades or so. In fact, the first major reported use of ceramic for armor applications dates back to the early 1960s when it was used for helicopter armor and personnel armor. The developed armor consisted of a composite system of boron carbide (B 4 C) ceramic bonded to a fiberglass or Kevlar backing and covered with a fabric spall shield. This ceramic composite armor system was significantly lighter than a metallic armor that would be required to provide similar protection against small arms armor-piercing projectiles. A brief review of the progress made in the use of ceramics for armor applications can be found in [1] .
The advances in the processing techniques over the past few decades have further lead to the availability of lower cost ceramic materials. This has lead to a wide utilization of ceramic composite armors in both military and non-military applications. Numerous advances have been made in reducing the areal density of the ceramic composite armor systems. The majority of these efforts have been directed in two distinct directions: (a) synthesizing new ceramic materials with improved mechanical properties, and (b) synthesizing stiffer backing materials to better support the ceramic. However, an alternative approach of reducing the areal density of a ceramic composite armor system is to use a laminated ceramic/polymer structure where the ceramic tiles are laminated with very thin layers (o1 mm) of polymer in between. Although laminated glass/ polymer structures have been extensively used as transparent bullet-proof armor against lower caliber threats, there has been no prior work in the open literature on the penetration resistance of ceramic structures laminated with thin polymer layers. The main advantage of a ceramic armor over the transparent glass armor is its protection capability against greater threats such as depleted uranium and tungsten heavy alloy penetrators.
This paper presents the results of penetration experiments performed on unconfined ceramic structures laminated with very thin (0.254 mm) layers of polymer in between. The ballistic performance of the laminated ceramic/polymer structures is compared to that of monolithic ceramic targets of the same thickness. Experimental results show that penetration resistance of the unconfined ceramic targets can be improved significantly by lamination. The basic mechanisms responsible for the enhanced performance of the laminated structures are discussed in this paper. The rest of the paper is divided as follows. Section 2 provides a summary of the prior research work performed on monolithic ceramic materials which is relevant to our understanding of the ballistic behavior of laminated ceramic/polymer structures. A brief discussion on laminated media is also presented in this Section. The experimental methodology adopted in this study, along with a description of the materials used is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results on the monolithic and laminated structures and discusses the mechanisms responsible for the enhanced penetration resistance of the laminated ceramic/polymer structures. Finally, the conclusions derived from this study are summarized in Section 5.
Background
This section presents a synopsis of the relevant literature on mechanical behavior of monolithic and laminated ceramic structures. Several studies have been performed to understand the influence of material properties and test conditions on the penetration resistance of monolithic ceramic materials and are discussed in Section 2.1. In contrast, to the best knowledge of the authors, there has been no previous work in the open literature on the penetration behavior of laminated ceramic/polymer structures. Other relevant work on laminated media is presented in Section 2.2. It should be noted that ballistic penetration of ceramics is a complex field of endeavor and sometimes various researchers have proposed alternative explanations for nominally the same phenomenon. This should be kept in mind while going through this section.
Monolithic ceramic
Several studies have been performed to determine the material parameters that influence the penetration resistance of monolithic ceramic targets. For example, Rosenberg and Yeshurun [2] indicated that the ballistic resistance of a ceramic material could be related to an effective strength parameter defined as an average of the static and dynamic compressive strength of the ceramic. On the other hand, Woodward [3] proposed that the Vickers diamond-pyramid hardness data of a ceramic divided by some factor between 1.0 and 2.9 is an appropriate strength parameter for the ceramic. Sternberg [4] has also examined the material properties that determine the resistance of a ceramic to high-velocity penetration and indicates that the initial resistance to penetration might be governed by the indentation hardness, but the penetration resistance drops to some lower value as cracking in the ceramic precedes penetration. It should be noted that the nucleation and growth of cracks in stress fields ahead of the damage front (penetrator/target interface) has been observed experimentally by Hornemann et al. [5] using high-speed photography during ballistic impact of glass plates. They indicated that the appropriate strength value should be a function of the initial impact velocity, being low at low velocities where cracking can precede penetration, but higher as velocity increases closer to the rate of propagation of the damage front.
Sternberg [4] has proposed that the ballistic performance of a given ceramic material may increase with an increase in the ceramic toughness. However, computational modeling of impact damage in brittle materials indicate that the fracture energy amounts to an exceedingly small fraction (o1.5%) of the initial kinetic energy [6] . The major energy dissipating mechanisms are the kinetic energy picked up by the ceramic fragments and the plastic deformation of the penetrator. Curran et al. [7] have proposed a theoretical micromechanics based model for the comminution and granular flow of brittle material that occurs during ballistic impact on confined ceramic targets. They inferred that the most important ceramic properties determining its penetration resistance are the friction between the comminuted granules, the unconfined compressive strength of the intact material, and the compressive strength of the comminuted material. In contrast, Cortes et al. [8] numerically investigated penetration by cylindrical projectiles of thin, unconfined ceramic tiles backed by thin metallic plates and concluded that the fracture kinetics of ceramic under tension controls its ballistic performance. It was observed that the frictional effects in the comminuted ceramic did not play as significant of a role as the fracture kinetics of the ceramic due to the fairly unconfined state of the comminuted ceramic.
It should be noted that when a ceramic target is impacted by a long-rod penetrator, a divergent spherical wave propagates within the ceramic which is followed by the slower mechanical penetration of the penetrator. It has been observed (e.g. [6] ) that the principal stresses near the shock wave front are predominantly compressive in nature. Past investigations have shown that damage in the form of microcracking and/or microplasticity plays an important role in the deformation and failure of ceramics and ceramic composites under dynamic compressive loading conditions [9] [10] [11] [12] . The damage evolution under the applied loading is intimately related to microcracking at defects such as pores, inclusions, second phase particles, twin/grain boundary intersections and triple-point grain boundary junctions. The brittle compressive failure process of ceramics has been supported experimentally by observations of loss of the spall strength in numerous ceramics when shock compressed above the Hugoniot elastic limit. Thus, damage can occur in a ceramic target when impacted by a long-rod penetrator, much ahead of the penetrator/ target interface. This could influence the resistance offered by a ceramic armor to long-rod penetration. For example, Hauver [13] observed a decrease in the target resistance ðR t Þ during long-rod penetration into thick ceramic tiles.
For brittle materials, the target resistance ðR t Þ may depend on the initial impact velocity and the velocity at which damage propagates within the material. Relatively little is known about velocity at which damage can propagate within a brittle material. For linearly elastic solids, the Rayleigh wave speed, c R is the theoretical limit of crack propagation speed, and in most materials the maximum speed for crack propagation has been observed to be only a fraction (0.3-0.5) of the Rayleigh wave speed, c R : For stress levels below the Hugoniot elastic limit, certain researchers (e.g. [14] ) have observed propagation of a delayed front of fracture (called as failure wave) following the initial elastic compression wave. Raiser and Clifton [15] have proposed that the failure waves travel at a velocity closer to the Rayleigh wave speed. However, the evidence for this result in not yet convincing and it has been suggested by Grady [16] that the failure waves can propagate at any velocity up to the longitudinal wave velocity in the material. Grady also suggested that damage could initiate in ceramics immediately after the passage of the elastic shock front and that the observed delay time between the shock wave and the failure wave is governed by the kinetics of crack nucleation and growth. Strassburger et al. [17] conducted an experimental study of damage propagation in three different ceramics when impacted by steel projectiles. They observed that the damage velocity, defined as the velocity of the fastest fracture experimentally observed, increased with increasing impact velocity. This would imply that the resistance of ceramics to penetration should decrease with increasing impact velocity. Such a behavior has been observed experimentally by Subramanian and Bless [18] where they observed a decrease in the effective target resistance ðR t Þ values with increasing impact velocity for alumina targets. At very high impact velocities, Strassburger et al. [17] report damage velocities approaching the longitudinal wave velocity in the ceramic.
Laminated media
The transmission of mechanical waves through a laminated structure has been studied quite extensively during the last 40 years (e.g., [19] [20] [21] [22] ). It has been observed that weakly coupled periodic structures are dispersive in nature and a sharp distinction is observed between frequency bands exhibiting wave propagation without attenuation (passing bands) and those showing attenuation and no propagation (stopping bands). Robinson and Leppelmeier [23] provided experimental evidence for the existence of stopping bands and passing bands in layered composites. The quality of the interlamina bond has a significant influence on the dispersive characteristics of wave propagation, as demonstrated by Sotiropoulos [21] .
A one-dimensional and a two-dimensional axisymmetric analysis of propagation of transient linear elastic waves in a periodic structure has been performed by El-Raheb [24] [25] [26] . In one dimension, El-Raheb considered transient wave propagation in a weakly coupled periodic stack of n hard ceramic layers bonded by ðn À 1Þ weak polymer layers and showed that such structures exhibit dispersion due to the periodicity of the structure. The peak normal (compressive) stresses along the stack were observed to attenuate along the stack due to the spreading of the pulse because of the different phase and group velocity of the pulse. A two-dimensional analysis of the same problem demonstrated increased attenuation of the peak normal stresses along the stack because of radial spreading from the flexural waves. El-Raheb and Tham [27] performed nondestructive experiments on periodic stacks of aluminum nitride (AlN) tiles bonded by thin weak silicone glue. The pressure at the interface of the ceramic and bond layers was measured by carbon gauges along the centerline of the stack. An attenuation of the interface pressure along the stack was observed and the measured experimental histories showed a close match to the twodimensional analysis by El-Raheb [25] .
Cook and Gordon [28] have proposed that large increases in the strength and toughness of brittle solids could be achieved by introducing a ''plane of weakness'' in the path of a propagating crack to deflect the crack along the interface. Kendall [29] conducted a theoretical analysis to derive a crack deflection criterion for diversion of a Griffith crack along weak, perpendicular interfaces. It was shown that the crack deflection phenomenon depends mainly on the ratio of interface and cohesive fracture energies for the material and the speed of crack propagation. It has been indicated that the failure modes in a laminated material are governed by the interfacial toughness and defects and the thickness and failure strengths of the individual layers [30] [31] [32] . A review article on the various laminar design approaches for achieving improvements in the strength and toughness of ceramics, including the incorporation of weak interlayers to induce crack deflection can be found in [33] .
Flocker and Dharni [34, 35] have investigated the propagation of stress waves in a laminated glass subjected to low-velocity impact for architectural glazing applications. They investigated the influence of the thickness of the glass and polymer layers and the viscoelastic properties of the polymer on stress wave propagation through a three-layer system. It should be noted that the damage tolerance of a laminated glass can be significantly improved by an astute choice of the material and geometrical properties of the laminated system.
Experimental methods
This section presents a brief discussion of the experimental methodology adopted in this study along with a description of the penetrator and target materials and the target design. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the test methodology used in this investigation. The experiment involves shooting a tungsten heavy alloy (WHA) rod through an unconfined monolithic or laminated aluminum nitride (AlN) ceramic structure bonded to a 6061-T6 aluminum alloy cylindrical block. The aluminum block is sectioned after the test to measure the residual depth of penetration (DOP) of the penetrator. Penetration resistance of the different laminated structures could then be assessed from the DOP measurements. It should be noted that no lateral (radial) confinement or confinement from cover plate was used for the ceramic laminates. In a recent study by Franzen et al. [36] , the ballistic performance of ceramic materials was observed to increase with increasing degree of lateral confinement. The ballistic performance was also observed to be a function of the hardness and thickness of the cover plate. Since it is very difficult to quantify the effects of confinement due to lateral support or due to a front cover plate, we propose to conduct DOP tests on ceramic materials without any confinement. Such a test methodology would be useful in comparing experimental results from different laboratories and would remove variability in the observed experimental results, obtained by different researchers, due to the differences in the confinement techniques.
Test methodology

Material description
Penetrator material
The experiments were performed using a cylindrical WHA penetrator with a flat nose, a length to diameter ðL=DÞ ratio of 6, and a diameter of 8.43 mm. The total mass of the penetrator was 50 gm. It should be noted that for impact on ceramics with sufficiently high strength compared to the penetrator strength, Woodward et al. [37] observed no differences in the ballistic behavior of pointed and blunt penetrators. For such a case it is believed that the ceramic strength is sufficient to fracture the nose of the pointed penetrator and hence a pointed penetrator would have behavior similar to that of a blunt penetrator. The WHA used for the tests, WN308F, was obtained in an as-swaged condition from Osram Sylvania. The material received as a round bar of diameter 11.43 mm was center-less ground to the final diameter of 8.43 mm. The alloy had a density of 17.69 g/cm 3 and a chemical composition of 93 wt% tungsten, 5.6 wt % nickel and 1.4 wt% iron. The hardness measured using the Rockwell C scale was R c 42. Table 1 lists some of the other relevant mechanical properties for this alloy.
Target material
The experiments were performed on 101.6 mm Â 101.6 mm (4 00 Â 4 00 ) AlN ceramic tiles of different thicknesses. The monolithic ceramic tiles used had a thickness of 38.1 mm (1.5 00 ). Laminated ceramic/polymer structures of total thickness same as that of the monolithic ceramic were fabricated from ceramic tiles of 12.7 mm (0.5 00 ) and 6.35 mm (0.25 00 ) thicknesses. The ceramic tiles, as supplied by the Dow Chemical Company, had an average density of 3.3 g/cm 3 and were manufactured by sintering. A 0.254 mm (0.010 00 ) thick polyurethane film obtained from Deerfield Urethane, Inc. was used for laminating the ceramic tiles. The polymer film had a density of 1.21 g/ cm 3 , with a shore hardness of 95 Shore A and an ultimate tensile strength of 69 MPa. Table 1 provides a summary of the mechanical properties of the penetrator and target materials used in this study. Laminated ceramic/polymer structures were obtained by heating the assembly in a furnace under constant applied pressure followed by air cooling. No other adhesive was used in making the laminates.
Impact facility and target design
The tungsten alloy penetrator was launched down a 3-m long smooth bore barrel (of inside diameter 35 mm) of a powder gun using a sabot assembly shown in Fig. 2 . The total mass of the launch package was about 115 g. The distance between the gun muzzle and the target was less than 0.5 m. Therefore, mechanical separation of the penetrator from sabot was obtained rather than aerodynamic separation. This was achieved by using a metal plate with a hole large enough to allow the penetrator to pass through but not large enough for the pusher plate and the sabot. The sabot thus separated did not impact the ceramic target. Fig. 3 shows a schematic representation of such a target design. The stability of the penetrator after separation was tested by performing several shots on aluminum target blocks (with no ceramic) and sectioning them after the tests to examine the penetration cavity. The sectioned aluminum blocks showed that the penetrator essentially followed a straight path for all the shots. Thus, no destabilization of the penetrator was observed due to the forceful mechanical stripping procedure. Hence, no attempt was made to measure the pitch and yaw of the projectile. Also note that no appreciable pitch and yaw in the projectile is expected to occur within such short flight distances (less than 0.5 m). The monolithic or the laminated ceramic structure (101.6 mm Â 101.6 mm Â 38.1 mm thick) was glued to a 152.4 mm (6.0 00 ) diameter and 76.2 mm (3.0 00 ) long 6061-T6 aluminum alloy block using a very thin layer of a two-component epoxy. To absorb the impact energy, the back of the aluminum block was attached to an industrial grade shock absorber. The ceramic-aluminum block assembly was chained down to a V-block that was firmly attached to the target chamber using a fixture. A 127 mm Â 127 mm (5.0 00 Â 5.0 00 ) Â 25.4 mm (1.0 00 ) thick mild steel plate with a central hole of diameter 14.3 mm was welded to a mild steel frame of dimensions as shown in Fig. 3 . This whole frame rested on the V-block with the back surface of the frame glued to the front face of the aluminum block using a two-component epoxy. Note that there is a clearance between the confining frame and the ceramic target such that the frame provides no radial or front confinement to the ceramic target. The reasons for using the frame were twofold: (a) for mechanical stripping of the sabot, and (b) for containing the post-test ceramic rubble to prevent damage to the target chamber and the fiber-optic cables used for measuring the penetrator velocity. Before impact, the center of the hole on the front plate was aligned mechanically to the center of the gun barrel. The residual DOP measurements were made by sectioning the backup aluminum block using a band-saw. It should be noted that no bulging of the rear surface of the aluminum block was observed and hence, the assumption of semi-infinite backup plate holds true. In the absence of any confinement, the tested ceramic was totally fragmented and no post-mortem examination of the penetration cavity in the ceramic could be made.
Experimental results and discussion
We first present the results of DOP experiments performed on the 6061-T6 aluminum alloy backup block, followed by the shots performed on the monolithic and the laminated ceramic/ polymer structures. Experimental results indicate that the penetration resistance of ceramics could be increased significantly by lamination, and possible mechanics-based explanations for this phenomenon are presented. Finally, the effect of the ceramic tile thickness and polymer bond properties on depth of penetration is discussed.
Baseline tests
In order to obtain a quantitative measure of performance of the monolithic and laminated ceramic structures, some baseline shots were performed to measure the depth of penetration of tungsten alloy penetrators into 6061-T6 aluminum backup blocks, at different impact velocities. least-square curve was fitted through the experimental data and is represented by the solid line in Fig. 4 . From results of the curve fit, the normalized DOP in 6061-T6 aluminum could be represented by the following expression:
Note that a linear fit to the experimental data is a good approximation to the actual behavior only for the range of velocities considered here. The fit should not be extrapolated to very high velocities where saturation in the depth of penetration values has been observed experimentally. Also note that the fit is only valid for tungsten alloy penetrators with a length-to-diameter ðL=DÞ ratio of 6. It has been observed experimentally by other researchers that shorter L=D penetrators yield a larger value of the normalized penetration length, P=L when compared to large L=D penetrators [38] . Table 2 provides a summary of the DOP shots performed on the monolithic and laminated ceramic/polymer structures, for a fixed ceramic thickness of 38.1 mm. In the table, P r represents the residual DOP of the penetrator in the 6061-T6 aluminum alloy backup block after having penetrated through the ceramic target. For each impact velocity V ; the depth of penetration, P N in a 6061-T6 aluminum block without any ceramic in front is also computed from Eq. (1) and listed in the table. An efficiency factor, Z can then be defined as follows: and is useful for comparing the effectiveness of ceramic armors of a fixed thickness for different impact velocities. Z could also be used to compare the relative performance of monolithic and laminated ceramic targets of the same material and thickness, for different impact velocities. A value of efficiency factor, Z equal to one signifies complete protection by the ceramic armor for the given impact velocity with no residual penetration in the backup aluminum block. Thus, higher values of Z indicate higher penetration resistance provided by the ceramic armor and vice versa. The efficiency factor, Z has been computed for all the shots and is listed in Table 2 . The experimental results show that the penetration resistance decreases with an increase in the impact velocity for both the monolithic and laminated ceramic structures. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the effective target resistance decreases as the impact velocity increases (for example, see, [18] ) because the damage velocity also increases with impact velocity, as observed by Strassburger et al. [17] . The experimental results from Table 2 are shown graphically in Fig. 5 , which shows a plot of the residual penetration P r versus the impact velocity V for the three different thicknesses of ceramic tiles. An interesting observation from Table 2 and Fig. 5 is that the penetration resistance of the laminated ceramic/polymer structures comprised of three 12.7 mm (0.5 00 ) thick AlN tiles is more than the penetration resistance of the monolithic, 38.1 mm (1.5 00 ) thick AlN ceramic. A limited number of experiments performed on laminated structures comprised of six 6.35 mm (0.25 00 ) thick AlN tiles indicate that the resistance to penetration decreases with any further increase in layering, and approaches values similar to that of the monolithic ceramic at comparable impact velocities. Fig. 6 shows photographs of the sectioned aluminum backup block for the monolithic, 38.1 mm thick AlN tile and for the laminated ceramic/polymer structures comprised of three 12.7 mm thick AlN tiles and six 6.35 mm thick AlN tiles, at a comparable impact velocity. It is again observed that the depth of penetration in the ceramic/polymer structure comprised of three 12.7 mm thick AlN tiles is smaller than the penetration depth in the other two ceramic structures of the same total thickness. Thus, the laminated ceramic/polymer structure comprised of three 12.7 mm thick AlN tiles is observed to offer more resistance to penetration by a projectile than does a monolithic ceramic structure of the same total thickness. This has important implications in the design of lightweight ceramic armor.
Ceramic tests
Z ¼ 1 À P r P Nð2Þ
Enhanced performance of the laminated ceramic/polymer structure
One of the main reasons for the enhanced penetration resistance of the laminated ceramic/ polymer structure is the reduced wave propagation speed within the laminated ceramic structure when compared to an equivalent monolithic ceramic. Due to their low density and high stiffness, the speed of longitudinal sound waves in ceramics is generally of the order of 10 km/s. However, a periodic structure comprised of ceramic tiles bonded with thin polymer layers in between is dispersive in nature. In such structures, although the wave front moves at a phase velocity, c p corresponding to the frequency of the repeated set in the chain, the peak stresses move at a significantly slower group velocity, c g evaluated at that same frequency [24] . This difference between c p and c g is responsible for the spreading of the pulse leading to attenuation due to the periodicity of the structure. It should be noted that this attenuation of the shock wave due to the periodicity of the laminated ceramic/polymer structure is in addition to the attenuation due to radial spreading of the spherical wave front. The damage caused in the ceramic structure due to the passage of the compressive shock wave is expected to decrease with a decrease in the amplitude of the shock wave.
El-Raheb [24] performed a one-dimensional ''elastic'' analysis of transient wave propagation in a periodic stack of ceramic tiles bonded with thin polymer layers. By assuming that the ceramic tiles act as unconstrained rigid masses and that the polymer layers act as linear springs, El-Raheb [26] derived a relationship for the phase velocity c p in the axial direction of a laminated stack as
where c b is the speed of sound in the polymer, ðr b ; h b Þ is the polymer density and thickness, and ðr c ; h c Þ is the ceramic density and thickness. El-Raheb and Tham [27] performed an experimental investigation of the wave propagation in a periodic stack of AlN ceramic tiles bonded by thin weak silicone rubber layers and obtained a phase velocity of 3.7 km/s in the laminated ceramic structure. It should be noted that both c p and c g diminish with an increase in frequency, with a maximum at zero frequency (given by Eq. (3)). Thus, the sound waves travel at a significantly lower velocity in a laminated ceramic/polymer structure than in a monolithic ceramic material. This also leads to a lower velocity at which damage can propagate within the laminated ceramic structure, enhancing the target resistance ðR t Þ for the laminated ceramic/polymer structure. This is one of the main reasons for the better ballistic performance of the ceramic/polymer laminates comprised of three 12.7 mm thick ceramic tiles. Note that El-Raheb's analysis is elastic analysis and is not directly applicable to our case, which is governed by the fracture and failure in the ceramic material. However, we include it here to show that lamination can lead to a smaller damage velocity in a laminated ceramic structure. In a more recent experimental work on wave propagation in layered composites, Zhuang et al. [39] have investigated shock wave propagation in stainless steel, aluminum, and glass structures laminated with thin layers of polycarbonate in between. Their results indicate that the shock wave velocity in a layered composite can be either between that of its components or lower than that of both components. Further, they show that the impedance mismatch of the interface contributes to the dissipation and dispersion of the shock waves. The larger the impedance mismatch between the components is, larger is the energy transported as internal energy, and hence the larger is the dissipation. One of the other mechanisms that can possibly lead to the enhanced penetration resistance of a laminated ceramic/polymer structure is the crack arresting feature of the polymer layers in the laminated structure. As discussed in Section 2.2, it has been shown by other researchers (e.g., [40, 41] ) that brittle materials could be significantly toughened by introducing weak interfaces in the path of a growing crack to deflect the crack along the interface [42] . Note that this crack deflection phenomenon depends mainly on the ratio of the interface and cohesive fracture energies for the materials and the speed of propagating crack. Thus, it is possible that damage in the laminated ceramic/polymer structure is localized due to the attenuation of the stress waves (arising from the periodicity of the structure) and the deflection of the cracks at weak polymer interfaces. This would then lead to the enhanced penetration resistance of the laminated ceramic/ polymer structures. Fig. 7 presents a post-test photograph of a polymer layer that was used to bond two adjacent ceramic tiles together. Extensive radial cracking in the polymer layer is observed which may be possibly due to crack deflection at the interface.
Note that the ballistic penetration experiments performed in this study are not suitable to identify the most dominant mechanism responsible for the enhanced penetration resistance of the Fig. 7 . Post-test photograph of a polymer layer that was used to bond two adjacent ceramic tiles together. Extensive radial cracking in the polymer layer is observed. laminated ceramic/polymer structure. It is possible that all of the mechanisms mentioned earlier, viz. (a) attenuation of the stress waves due to the periodicity of the laminated structure, (b) reduced damage velocity in the laminated structure, and (c) the crack arresting feature of the polymer layer, are important factors that lead to the enhanced penetration resistance of the laminated ceramic/polymer structure. Further, well-designed experiments-which at this point have not been conceptualized, except that they cannot be the traditional ballistic experimentsare necessary to identify relative contribution of each of these mechanisms to ballistic performance of the laminated ceramic/polymer structures.
Effect of ceramic tile thickness and polymer bond properties
We now present a brief description of wave propagation and failure mechanisms in a laminated structure to increase our understanding of the influence of various material and geometrical parameters on the ballistic performance of laminated ceramic/polymer structures. This would also help us in understanding the reasons for the reduced penetration resistance of the laminated ceramic/polymer structures comprised of six 6.35 mm thick AlN tiles.
When a stress pulse is applied on top of a periodic stack, a compressive normal wave is generated under the footprint which disperses as it propagates across the thickness of the first ceramic tile. The difference in normal stress, s zz between the top and bottom faces of a ceramic layer, Ds zz ; induces flexure in the form of anti-symmetric radial ðs rr Þ and circumferential ðs yy Þ stresses. At an interface, the wave is partly reflected and partly transmitted depending on the reflection and refraction coefficients [43] . A stiff polymer layer increases transmission and reduces Ds zz which reduces flexure of the ceramic layer. On the other hand, a less stiff polymer layer decreases transmission and reduces coupling between the ceramic layers allowing more flexure of the top ceramic layers. Note that two competing damage mechanisms are operative in the component tiles of a laminated ceramic/polymer structure. The first mechanism is the damage in a ceramic tile due to the passage of the compressive shock wave. The second mechanism is the damage in a ceramic tile due to the bending stresses caused by the flexural waves. The optimum ceramic tile thickness and the polymer layer thickness and stiffness are the ones for which the probability of damage in a ceramic tile due to the two competing mechanisms is the same. One of the main reasons for the lower penetration resistance of the laminated structure comprised of six 6.35 mm thick ceramic tiles is the increased flexural damage in these thin tiles. Note that the damage mechanisms operative in brittle plates subjected to impact loading are strongly dependent on the thickness of the plate. For example, Ball [44] performed an experimental investigation of damage induced in laminated glass/polymer plates subjected to low-velocity impacts. He emphasized the importance of astute choice of plate thickness for optimal laminate design that would resist fracture by both contact stresses and bending stresses.
Summary
Ballistic penetration experiments have been performed on aluminum nitride (AlN) ceramic. Depth of penetration (DOP) experiments were conducted on monolithic and laminated ceramic/ polymer structures of a constant total thickness of 38.1 mm. Experimental results demonstrate that the penetration resistance of the laminated ceramic/polymer structure comprised of three 12.7 mm ceramic tiles is higher than that of the monolithic ceramic at comparable impact velocities. This is attributed to the attenuation of the stress waves due to the periodicity of the structure, reduced damage velocity, and the crack arresting feature of the polymer layer in the laminated ceramic/polymer structure. However, the relative contribution or significance of each of these mechanisms to ballistic performance could not be identified by the DOP tests. Further, welldesigned experiments would be necessary to quantify the role of each of these mechanisms in enhancing the penetration resistance of the laminated ceramic/polymer structures. It is also observed that the penetration resistance decreases with further increase in layering (i.e., for six 6.35 mm ceramic tiles) due to damage caused by the increased flexure of the ceramic tiles.
